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Announcing QI Macros Weibull Analysis for Excel
(January 1, 2013 – PRWeb) DENVER, Colo. – KnowWare International Inc. announces the QI Macros Weibull
Analysis for Excel - a statistical tool used to help businesses evaluate failure rates of manufactured products. QI
Macros is used by many industries, including: manufacturing, healthcare, and education.
The Weibull Analysis includes: a Histogram with Pp, and Ppk to evaluate capability; Weibull Probability Plot for
analysis of Goodness of Fit; and Shape and Scale parameters.
For an example of the Weibull analysis, visit: www.qimacros.com/quality-tools/histogram-weibull/. Also available is
a video tutorial: www.qimacros.com/training/videos/histogram-weibull/.
Weibull analysis is included with the purchase of QI Macros Lean Six Sigma SPC Software, which is an add-in
compatible with Excel 2000-2013 (PC and MAC). It is available for immediate download and consists of four parts:
1.) 46 charts and two “Chart Wizards” that use existing Excel data to create pareto, control charts, and histograms;
2.) more than 90 fill-in-the-blank templates for Lean Six Sigma; 3.) a Statistics Wizard; and 4.) data transformation
tools, such as the PivotTable Wizard which automates data analysis.
Unlike complex statistical tools, the QI Macros can be used by anyone from students to Six Sigma Black Belts.
Users most often say that the QI Macros is convenient and hassle free, easy to learn, works directly on Excel data,
and automates the most commonly used Lean Six Sigma improvement tools.
At only $199 (thousands less than competitors), QI Macros is the least expensive, most robust solution available on
the market.
Download a 30-day evaluation copy of the QI Macros for Excel at: http://www.qimacros.com/trial/30-day/. Readers
can also our free Lean Six Sigma “Yellow Belt” training at www.lssmb.com. For more information, testimonials, and
pricing, visit: www.qimacros.com/excel-spc.html.
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